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Abstract
There are few video game experiences that encourage and reward positive
behavior and thinking. With this project, I aim to create a video game that will
encourage players to temporarily cease negative thought patterns and engage them in
new and positive behavior- building mechanics. This will include personalized messages
of self-affirmations, which have been proven to boost mood and improve thinking
patterns within the brain. Taking research into account, Dawn will seek to provide a
thoughtful and interactive interface reflective of healthy social behavior, becoming a
unique experience seen rarely in the online gaming community. While interacting within
a virtual environment, players are invited to create their own positive affirmations and
have the option of sharing them with the world via an online interface. The goal of this
project is to create a virtual space and video game where players may be able to escape
negative thoughts and will be given a place where they can think positively, clear their
mind, and simply relax.
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Introduction
In popular media and culture, video games are often used as the scapegoat to
mental health issues and violence in young children and teenagers. There are a variety
of video games, from story-telling narratives to silly therapeutic getaways that
counteract these wide-held beliefs. While gaming can become addictive or harbor
unseen consequences, the infinite opportunities and benefits it can provide to people is
not talked about nearly enough.
With Dawn, I had aimed to create a video game experience that encouraged
players to interact with positive behavior building mechanics. It would have included
personalized messages of positive self-affirmations, and would serve as a tool for
reflecting and understanding a player’s self.
Originally, the idea surfaced as a website, app, and then later, a 3D-modeled
environment that a player would be able to roam around in, inviting whoever visited to
share their own positive experiences or affirmations amongst a community of other
players. This was also spurred on by my own interest in journaling, as I tried to find a
more interesting way to document the day or reflect upon one’s journey. What ended
up transpiring was a focus on more narrative gameplay, as it would take more time and
effort than I had available to learn the scope of coding and programming involved to see
my original idea to fruition.
Dawn is focused on telling the story of positivity, honesty, and reflection through
the story of one character, or rather the journey of growing and acceptance in moving
on from tragedy and heartache.
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This thesis is a culmination and reflection of the research I gathered, video game
development, and the evolution of seeing an idea to detailed documentation.

Personal Interest & Inspiration
After creating and completing a small game for my friend’s birthday in the
summer of 2020, I was immediately inspired to create another project using the free
game engine Unity.
While I was never interested in developing a video game growing up, I’ve
enjoyed playing video games my entire life. From classics like Pokémon and to relatively
small indie (independent; usually created by one creator or a small team with little
funding) titles like To the Moon, I’ve been inspired by what I’ve played.
The idea for my thesis came into fruition after talking with a few of my friends,
and I was reminded of a game called The Beginner’s Guide, where in one section of the
game, the player is introduced into an environment where they can read the many
notes left behind by (fake) online players while walking around a museum-like
environment.
I am also inspired by another game by Louie Zong, called The Bird Museum,
where players can walk around a virtual museum that displays different artwork of
birds. Simple in construction, it is still very effective in creating a relaxing environment
and is different enough from other games that it inspires curiosity and engagement.
Additionally, I take inspiration from the indie games Kind Words (lo fi chill beats
to write to) and Meadow on Steam (a video game digital distribution service), which
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both emphasize the importance of positive gaming experiences and communities with
its ability to chat and send filtered and anonymous messages of hope to other players.
From watching many of my favorite content creators create “Let’s Play” series on
some of my favorite game titles, I’ve always been heavily inspired by who I watch on
online media platforms like YouTube and Twitch, many of whom discuss topics on video
games, music, technology, and the science behind our black screens. This propelled me
in experimenting in my own creation of music and artwork in the digital art world.
As I continued investing myself in online communities, I became knowledgeable
about the gaming industry and its influence over young people like myself, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic and it only made sense for me to explore the diversity
and opportunity game design provided - where I can combine all my talents, skills, and
interests into one.

Research
General Context
There is a desire for more positive affirmative gaming experiences with such
games like Kind Words (lo fi chill beats to write to), Meadow, and The Bird Museum
gaining traction in the gaming industry and community. Specifically, Kind Words gained
traction in a 2019 Polygon article praising the game’s ability to remain anonymous while
sharing personal and touching advice and stories to strangers. Currently, Kind Words has
over an estimated 100,000 downloads and more than 4,000 positive reviews on Steam.
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Today, there are millions of games to be played - many of which are considered
violent. Games such as Call of Duty, Doom, Sniper 4, and more first-player-shooter (FPS)
games rely on telling dramatic and traumatic stories to draw players in. This can be both
alarming and disappointing - when some of the top games of the past year focus on
violence and death.
For instance, according to PC Magazine, Grand Theft Auto V, a game focused on
stealing, ransacking, and gang violence, is recorded as the second-best-selling game of
all-time. Consider Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, or CS Go for short - yet another
multiplayer first-person shooter that not only is one of the top downloaded games on
Steam of all-time, but has an average of more than 500,000 players online at any given
time.
While not indicative of any negative behavior, it is clear many indulge in the
monotony provided in shooter type games. According to a 2015 resolution set by the
American Psychological Association, “violent video game use is associated with
decreases in socially desirable behavior such as prosocial behavior, empathy, and moral
engagement” To balance this, I propose making my game a peaceful and kind
experience.
With COVID-19 and the general economic events of 2022 and beyond, players
could benefit from a positive affirmative game, as positive affirmations have been
proven to boost mood and improve thinking patterns within the brain.
According to a National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 2016 study,
self-integrity or self-competence is improved when a person can self-affirm their own
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beliefs by reinforcing positive attitudes connected and in-line with their personal values.
“Self-affirmations are acts that affirm one’s self-worth, often by having individuals
reflect on core values, which may give individuals a broader view of the self. This in turn
can allow individuals to move beyond specific threats to self-integrity or selfcompetence.”
With the rise of gaming due to COVID-19 limiting outdoor activities, more people
are turning to their pc or consoles for relief. According to a 2020 article from Statista,
“From March 16 to March 22, a total of 4.3 million games were sold worldwide.” This
increase was partially due to the release of Animal Crossing: New Horizons by Nintendo,
however, “like-for-like game sales also increased by 44 percent, suggesting that many
people were turning to video gaming to keep them entertained through the crisis.”
With the simplicity of the game and the open and free access to it, Dawn could
be a nice break from overwhelming violent video games and improve and refreshen
player’s mindsets.
This is further emphasized in a 2014 article by the American Psychological
Association saying, “Simple games that are easy to access and can be played quickly, can
improve players' moods, promote relaxation and ward off anxiety.”
Beyond the average violent shooter and tragic story-based games, a project like
Dawn can give people and players the opportunity and tools needed to make a
difference in their real lives. Even if the impact is relatively small, video games can
provide support in a meaningful and direct way with research proven methods empowering players to do good in the world.
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Literature Review
Video games are not only a fantastic source of enjoyment, but they are also not
inherently tied to bad conduct (Bamford-Beattie). Depending on the scenario, they may
be a tool or a piece of art! Games are something that most of us play on a daily basis,
and are constantly changing, particularly as technology advances. Developing a game is
a lengthy process with many phases. This literature review and research delves into the
process of creating a game, especially a game that rewards positive behavior. Thought
experiments, game research, and theoretical study on positive psychology, flow, and
games were used to accomplish this.
Theoretical studies addressed how to infuse positive psychology into the game
as well as what criteria must be satisfied in order for it to be designated as a game. With
the use of thought experiments, game research, and analysis, I was able to determine
what a relaxing game looks like and how the game's concept design appears (Fleming).
To properly capture what games have to offer for learning, both game design and game
research need a mix of cognitive, motivational, emotional, and sociocultural viewpoints.
Positive psychology is a relatively young psychological trend. For over half a
century, psychology has concentrated on mental diseases. We now understand a wide
range of mental illnesses and can classify them and persons based on their kind and
severity. However, this process emphasizes making individuals less unhappy or
"normal," not necessarily joyful. Positive psychology aims to improve people's happiness
in various ways, even if they are not currently happy. In positive psychology, there are
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three primary areas of research. Positive emotion, positive qualities, and positive
institutions are all studied in this research.
There is still a widespread notion in our culture that games, particularly
computer or console games, are a waste of time and not required for enjoyment. Those
kids should spend less time in front of the computer and more time playing outdoors.
Some people believe that violent games, in particular, cause violence among teenagers
and young adults. However, many can demonstrate that games, including computer
games, are beneficial to your health (Croker). As game designer Jane McGonigal
mentions in her novel, Reality Is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better and How They Can
Change the World, humans have been playing games for a long time for entertainment
or to make themselves feel better.
In her book, McGonigal discusses how the game makes people happy by
requiring them to work hard. It is the players' option to participate in a game, and
because the act of playing itself is a challenge, it does not seem like hard labor, “a
hopeful feeling of our powers and an energizing surge of action” (pg 345). Games
activate brain areas connected to pleasure, such as memory and motivation. McGonigal
believes that games may make people happy and positively impact the world. She cites
a game created by the British newspaper the Guardian in 2009 as an example, which
arose due to certain parliament members spending taxpayers' money on personal stuff
(Benefits of Video Games For Kids & Adults).
The game's object was to discover great uses of the money and report them as
questionable. The time it takes to wade through the whole "data dump" was reduced to
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zero by crowdsourcing and making it a game. In 2014, a similar crowdsourcing game was
underway, in which you may examine satellite images and assist in the search for the
missing Malaysian aircraft. Mobile gaming is a rapidly expanding segment of the gaming
business (Piguet). It all began with Snake's legendary game in the 1990s and has since
grown in scope and popularity. With the advancement of better phones and the
growing number of mobile phone users, mobile phone games have become more
popular. With the introduction of smartphones and digital distribution channels, game
makers had access to many new opportunities.
The most commonly mentioned feature of games is their ability to motivate
people. The premise is that via a succession of motivating game elements, games for
entertainment may drive learners to remain engaged for lengthy periods. Incentives like
stars, points, leaderboards, badges, and trophies, as well as game dynamics and
activities that learners love or find fascinating, are among these aspects (i.e., creating a
high situational interest). From a game design standpoint, it's preferable to make
mechanics engaging rather than using game elements to "improve" otherwise dull
mechanisms (Bell). Despite this, there is little empirical evidence for the relative
effectiveness of any of these techniques in terms of learning.
Furthermore, dopamine motivation games place players at a difficulty level that
they can handle and reward them for their work and practice by recognizing
incremental goal progress rather than the end output. The pleasure associated with
dopamine release serves as the catalyst for this process. The human brain, like the
brains of other animals, includes programmed physiological reactions that served a
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survival function at some time throughout evolution. The brain's acknowledgement of a
good prediction, decision, or behavioral reaction fuels the dopamine-reward system.
Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that, when released in greater quantities than normal,
travels past the synapse and into other parts of the brain, resulting in a strong pleasure
response. This is a profound sense of fulfillment, similar to satisfying a strong thirst
(Dooly). The reward from dopamine release leads the brain to seek future chances to
repeat the behavior after making a prediction, decision, or action and getting feedback
that it was accurate. This encourages life-sustaining decisions and actions in animals,
such as pursuing a novel smell that leads to a partner or a food and remembering that
scent the next time it appears.
One of the most commonly claimed reasons to use digital games for learning is
that they provide a wide variety of methods to engage learners, related to motivation.
Design considerations that reflect the individual learning aim, learner characteristics,
and context determine which forms of interaction are applied. We base our discussion
of engagement on the INTERACT model of learner activity, which differentiates between
cognitive engagement (i.e., psychological preparation and conceptual understanding),
efficacious involvement (i.e., expression handling and regulatory oversight), and
behavioral engagement (i.e., behavior processing and legislation) (i.e., gestures,
embodied actions, and movement) (Chadlantis). The fourth category of involvement,
sociocultural engagement, is included (i.e., social interactions within a cultural context).
For example, a game might engage the learner behaviorally by employing gestures as
input or requesting players to execute certain physical acts as part of the game.
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Game characters emotionally engage the player, while social aspects like
collaborative play encourage cultural participation. All of these sorts of engagement are
to increase the learner's cognitive engagement with the learning mechanism. Games
that do not establish cognitive engagement are unlikely to aid learners in achieving their
learning objectives (Tumbokon). All kinds of play (affective, cognitive, behavioral, and
sociocultural) have the potential to result in all four types of involvement. Various game
elements elicit different forms of engagement in different situations, and for different
learners. Hence the actual type of engagement will vary by game and within a game.
Progress feedback, such as collecting points, visual tokens, or joyful sound
effects, is often provided in a sequential, tiered video game. Still, the actual rush of
dopamine comes when the player completes the challenge, solution, sequence, or other
task required to advance to the next, more difficult level of the game. When the brain
gets confirmation that progress has been accomplished, it strengthens the success
networks. A feedback loop makes the neural circuit more resilient and lasting. To put it
another way, the memory of the mental or physical action that led to the dopamine
reward is strengthened (Granic). It may seem odd that youngsters would see more
difficult work as a reward after doing well on a homework assignment, exam, or physical
skill to which they put significant physical or mental effort. Yet, after experiencing the
joy of progressing to a higher level in the game, it is exactly what the video player's
brain desires. A video game does not give out money, toys, or hugs; physical items or
actions. The desire to keep going in the brain in search of more dopamine — the fuel of
intrinsic reinforcement.
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The dopamine-reward system's survival advantage is the development of skills
and adaptive reactions. When the result is uncertain, the system is only active and
accessible to encourage, maintain, or repeat some mental or physical effort. There is no
profit if there is no risk. The dopamine reward network is activated when there is little
difficulty, such as adding single-digit numbers by a player who has mastered adding
double-digit numbers (Tumbokon).
The dopamine reward response, which promotes pleasure and motivation in
humans, also requires that they are aware that they have solved a problem, figured out
a puzzle, correctly answered a difficult question, or performed the sequence of
movements required to play a song on the piano or swing a baseball bat to hit a home
run. This is why students must apply what they've learned in real-world situations in
order to perceive their success as clearly as they do while playing video games.
When a job, activity, or option isn't so simple that it's automatic or 100 percent
effective, it's called a customized doable difficulty level. When this happens, the brain is
not vigilant for feedback, and the dopamine reward response system is not activated.
The work should not be seen as being so difficult that it is impossible to do. The brain
spends energy and activates the dopamine reward circuit only when it senses a realistic
chance of success in reaching a desired objective.
Before exerting cognitive effort in addressing mental difficulties, the brain
"evaluates" the likelihood of effort resulting in success, according to fMRI and cognitive
research. If the task seems to be too difficult, or if students have a fixed perspective
based on previous failures that they will fail in a subject or issue, the brain is unlikely to
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put forth the effort required to meet the challenge (Bell). Because this three-pound
organ requires 20% of the body's oxygen and glucose supply to keep its cells alive, brain
exertion is expensive. Unless the energy cost is minimal or the reward anticipation is
great, the brain conserves resources. That is the perfect amount of instructional
difficulty for student motivation in the classroom. Learners' brains spend more effort in
the activity and are more attentive to feedback when they have chances to engage in
learning challenges at their unique doable difficulty level. Students who work toward
clear, desired objectives within their perceived range of doable tasks achieve levels of
engagement similar to what we witness when they play video games. It may be
necessary to provide feedback or scaffolding to help students believe that the task is
attainable, although mastery levels are seldom the same for every student in the class
(Benefits of Video Games For Kids & Adults). This is when we need to give them the
chance to stand out and be unique. These treatments include anything from clearly
scaled rubrics to small flexible groups for "as required" coaching to collaborative groups
where students may "enter" from their strengths.
The numerous methods to make a game adaptable, adjustable by the user, or
customized help to increase learner engagement. Adaptivity refers to the game's
capacity to engage each player in a manner that is tailored to their unique
circumstances. This might be connected to the learners' present knowledge level,
cognitive ability, emotions, or a variety of other factors. As a result, the first prerequisite
of adaptive design is to assess the variable for which the game is expected to adjust,
such as past knowledge or self-control abilities. The following stage is to provide the
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learner an appropriate answer (Croker). This might be changing the types and difficulty
of issues and advice offered to the learner, or employing scaffolding, guidance, and
feedback in a manner that reacts to the players' actions in the game.
Another benefit of game-based learning is the ability to fail gracefully: Failure is
by design an anticipated and sometimes even required phase in the learning process,
rather than being described as a negative conclusion. Failure has less repercussions in
games, which encourages risk-taking, trying new things, and exploring. They also allow
for self-regulated learning while playing, in which the player implements goal-setting,
goal-monitoring, and goal-assessment procedures, as well as evaluating the success of
the tactics employed to attain the intended objective. Many previously highlighted
difficulties, such as motivation, engagement, and adaptivity, are linked to the capacity to
fail gracefully. How might these multiple game-based learning arguments be articulated
in a more systematic, theory-based manner.
The basic gameplay - the action or sets of activities performed by the learner
throughout the game - is described by game mechanics. These activities might be mainly
focused on learning (learning mechanics) or assessment (assessment mechanics); in
many situations, they are primarily focused on both. When the learner clicks on a
missing angle, clicks on a provided angle, and then picks the rule she wishes to apply to
fix the missing angle in the middle school geometry game Noobs v. Leets, this is an
example of a game mechanism (e.g., complementary angle rule). In a game, the game
mechanic describes the important behavior associated with learning or evaluation
(Chadlantis). It may be made for solitary players or include social aspects to it.
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Platformers and first-person shooters are examples of game genres that employ
mechanics to define them.
Visual components more like the general appearance and feel of the game and
the game characters, as well as the manner of display of vital information in the game,
are all part of the visual aesthetic design. The visual design affects how game mechanics'
tools and functions are depicted, as well as how cues are expressed and feedback is
displayed. It serves both a cognitive and an aesthetic purpose. Obstacle blocks that
cannot be pierced by a laser beam are shown in red, but light-reflecting blocks are
portrayed in green in the game Light Lanes, in which players must dodge barriers to
redirect a laser beam to a certain goal. The information representation of the game's
multimedia learning features is represented through the visual aesthetic design. It also
expresses the game's aesthetics, which connects it to the story.
The narrative of a game is the tale that is progressed via cutscenes, in-game
activities, conversations, and voice-overs. Games, unlike most hollywood movies, allow
for nonlinear storylines that progress dependent on the learner's choices. Narratives
integrate rules of play, protagonists, activities, situations, and rewards to offer context
for learning. They provide a strong motivating role by adding to a game's attraction, or
the urge individuals have to play it again (Piguet). For example, in the game Space
Ranger Alien Quest, which was designed to improve a player's executive functions, the
narrative explains why the player needs to help the aliens and how different aliens like
to eat different foods, and then later describes how the game has changed and various
food preferences are in play.
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Many motivating aspects are included in the incentive system, with the goal of
encouraging players to keep up their efforts and providing feedback so they may adjust
their behavior properly. Scoring, awards, trophies, prizes, power-ups, and a variety of
other awards may all be used as incentives. These rewards can be either gameplayrelated, such as a power-up that grants the player special abilities in the game, or nongame-related, such as granting stars or points that do not contribute significantly to the
gameplay but may create a metagame when players compete against one another via
leaderboards. For example, in the game FactorReactor, each solved puzzle is rewarded
with a ring (Fleming). These rings are tangible motivators since they are necessary for
the gameplay—they are required to complete a step in the next issue. Points, which are
a kind of extrinsic reward, are also awarded in the game. Many game designers like to
use numerous features as incentives to cater to varied player preferences.
The musical soundtrack offers background noises that are often utilized to draw
the player's attention to key events or moments in the game, announce the existence of
danger or opportunity, elicit positive or negative emotions, or recognize the success or
failure of a certain job. The sound of any voice used in the game, such as the tone or
gender of the voice, is a related design component.
In many situations, the musical soundtrack is complemented with haptic input
from the gaming controller (such as vibration) (Croker). For example, when a player
successfully guides a food item to the correct alien or when the erroneous food item is
handed to an alien, the game Space Ranger Alien Quest employs the musical score to
convey feedback.
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Another advantage of gaming is that it improves hand-eye coordination.
According to a 2014 research from the University of Toronto, persons who play video
games on a regular basis have superior sensorimotor abilities than those who do not.
These abilities are necessary for speedier learning and adoption of tasks involving handto-eye coordination, such as biking, typing, or other activities that require you to
coordinate your hands with your eyes. The participants in the research were 18 gamers
and 18 non-gamers, who had to complete a basic activity on their screens that required
them to follow green dots with their mouse. There didn't seem to be any major
disparities at first (Granic). However, as the test progressed and became more
repetitious, it became clear that gamers outperformed non-gamers in terms of speed
and accuracy. Games help you acquire a quicker and more effective capacity to learn
sensorimotor patterns and motions, which may aid you with activities in the real world.
Despite the fact that excessive gaming might make you antisocial, several games
encourage social interaction. Even while playing games, certain games require you to
collaborate with other players and communicate with them through text or voice chat,
which may increase your capacity to work with others and have better social
interactions. Gaming's social component has expanded beyond merely playing prosocial
games. Gaming, for example, may be a popular subject of discussion among kids at
school (Tumbokon). Educational esports teams and clubs are also forming, as well as a
confluence of gaming and social media platforms, like Twitch and Discord. Despite the
fact that gaming is becoming more social, it is critical to maintain the balance of face-toface interactions and real-world connections.
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Video games may also help you make judgments quicker and more precisely,
according to University of Rochester researchers, which translates to superior decisionmaking abilities in real life. The research also discovered that action game players are
more likely to make quicker and more accurate judgements than non-gamers and even
slow-paced game players. When confronted with a dilemma, action game players were
up to 25% quicker and made more correct judgments than slow-paced game players.
This ability may be useful in situations when quick judgments are required, such as on
the battleground or in the hospitals, and gamers are pre-programmed to make these
decisions quicker and more precisely.
One of the most amazing elements of video game playing is its cognitive
advantages, particularly when contrasted to other ways young people utilize digital
media. Gaming has been demonstrated in studies to increase hand-eye coordination,
complicated problem solving, memory, and a young person's capacity to focus for long
periods of time. Researchers have singled out problem-solving as a special advantage
that gaming provides, since many games combine a slew of little obstacles into larger
objectives (Granic). Games often require players to consider specific actions in the
context of a larger, more complicated process. Researchers discovered that gamers
improve their ability to navigate through real-life tasks over time, from acquiring
information to considering possibilities to devising and finally implementing a plan.
Students who frequently played strategy and role-playing games outside of
school also tended to receive higher marks in school over time, according to one
research. One of the most common criticisms of gaming is that it might lead to a more
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sedentary or inactive lifestyle (and this is true). We've already discussed the significance
of taking pauses and establishing boundaries. However, some recent studies have
shown that playing sports games might increase young people's desire to participate in
actual sports (Piguet). Sports activities help young people to "feel the thrill of success,
absorb information or tactics connected to sports, and have fun, which, in turn, may
increase self-esteem," according to researchers. Some children gain confidence and
optimism about their ability to compete on a large field or court as a result of their
participation in sports.
The sense of liberation that young people get from playing computer games is a
bit of a double-edged sword. The amount of "spare time" available to today's students
before and after school has significantly reduced. As a consequence, they depend on
technology to spend meaningful, unstructured time with their buddies. Parents must
strike a balance between online and offline leisure time. In this regard, gaming may
offer a secure and enjoyable environment for young people to attempt and fail at new
tasks, which can help them build their feeling of internal strength. Unlike a difficult
lesson at school or a disappointing season on a sports team, children are usually allowed
to leave a game at any time (Croker). When faced with a difficult lesson or a bad season,
students often endure because of a feeling of responsibility or pressure to satisfy the
expectations of their professors, parents, and classmates. There is benefit in that at
times, but progressing through a difficult game seems to be something young people do
because they want to. Overcoming difficulties like these is critical when it comes to
growing a young person's inner drive, particularly throughout puberty, when gold star
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stickers and yells of "Great work!" from mom or dad aren't as rewarding as they once
were.
When played in moderation, gaming can be a good and productive experience. It
might be beneficial to discover your motive to play video games in order to get the
benefits of them. If you play games for amusement and leisure in moderation, you may
get several advantages. However, if you play games frequently to avoid real-life issues,
you may acquire problems as a result of your gaming and, in the worst-case scenario,
develop a gaming disorder. It's important to be conscious of play and life balance while
playing games since they may have both bad and good effects on standard of living.
Gaming does not come without its drawbacks. While gaming may be a major cause of
aggravation for parents, understanding more about the possible beneficial results can
help to alleviate some of their concerns as well as give insight into how to channel
gaming interests into useful investments.

Video Game Analysis
Framework
Before I can create, I find it’s important to understand the media I wish to
imitate. While not extensive or detailed in nature, the hope is with these analyses, I may
take parts or pieces of each game I enjoy and employ and utilize the themes, mechanics,
or otherwise storytelling methodology into the creation of Dawn.
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The Stanley Parable & The Beginner's Guide
Both The Stanley Parable & The Beginner’s Guide use first-person perspective
and interactive storytelling to guide the player to explore complex themes and
messages presented in traditional video games. I decided to pair both these games
together in my analysis to emphasize their similarities rather than differences to
demonstrate the strengths they possess in video game design.
Firstly, The Stanley Parable focuses on the power narrative can hold over simple
dialogues. The description on the game’s website summarizes the themes and nature of
the game itself well, "The Stanley Parable is a first person adventure game. When a
simple-minded individual named Stanley discovers that the co-workers in his office have
mysteriously vanished, he sets off to find answers. You will play as Stanley, and you will
not play as Stanley. You will make a choice, and you will have your choices taken from
you. The game will end, the game will never end. Contradiction follows contradiction,
the rules of how games should work are broken, then broken again. You are not here to
win. The Stanley Parable is a game that plays you."
The Stanley Parable is most notable for challenging the choices players often
have to make in story-based games, acting as a stepping stone for other game
developers to follow in its footsteps since 2013. As a 2013 National Public Radio (NPR)
article states, game developers Davey Wreden and William Pugh never intended for the
game to change the video game industry, but found The Stanley Parable could be used
as a, “...reference point for future developers about what is possible.”
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In The Beginner’s Guide, Wreden continues to explore the possibility of choice,
the power of simple narratives, and the evolution of one character in story-based
gameplay. According to the Steam store page published in 2015, The Beginner’s Guide,
“...lasts about an hour and a half and has no traditional mechanics, no goals or
objectives. Instead, it tells the story of a person struggling to deal with something they
do not understand.”
Wrenden narrates directly to the player or audience, and while the game is more
akin to an interactive movie, its direct storyline focuses on the creation of games itself
and leans into the literal unfinished levels and parts of games. The narrator, or Wrenden
himself, talks about each new game, mechanic, or weird game design that his friend
Coda creates, showcasing them in a random order while taking the player through it all,
sometimes altering Coda’s creations so the audience has a way to observe or interact
with it. This brings about similar themes to The Stanley Parable, but more notably, plays
around with the literary concept of, “death of the author,” or the idea that we should
judge each work on its own, regardless of the life experiences, politics, religion, or
intention of the author or creator. We shouldn’t seek to know exactly what the author
meant, but instead look to interpret a work of fiction in perspective of our own lives.
The Stanley Parable & The Beginner’s Guide break traditional storytelling in
gaming, being the first of its kind to try and raise questions about the status quo of
narratives and breaking the fourth wall to engage with players in a new way. While
mostly focusing on the interaction of one player within set environments, both games
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open the floor to new ideas and concepts that could be explored in other media, like the
2019 video game, Kind Words (lo fi chill beats to write to).

Kind Words
Kind Words (lo fi chill beats to write to) is a video game focused on writing and
receiving letters to other players anonymously over the internet (with lo fi-music playing
in the background). Letter contents can range from simple questions or upbeat
affirmations to more intimate and personal experiences, asking for advice on a situation
or providing a listening ear during troubling times.
Kind Words is a hidden gem for its strong and supportive community; while it’s
commonplace for many online communities to become toxic or negative in nature, filled
with online trolls (those who try to provoke and upset people purposefully), the Kind
Words community has kept the space virtually troll-free.
Kind Words is an example of how communities can band together to create
harmonious spaces, even with many games handling multiplayer interaction and
moderation poorly, Kind Words, with it’s seemingly open nature and lack of moderation
(aside from the report button) due to letter writing, has managed to stay true to its
values - to stay kind to its players.
The community has done well to moderate themselves, and as a smaller game
within the gaming industry (developed by Popcannibal, a two person company made up
by programmer and designer Ziba Scott and artist Luigi Guatieri), it sells itself as a
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unique and interactive gaming experience inclined toward each player helping another
player through kind or thoughtful messages (limited in word count).

To The Moon
Created by Kan Gao in 2011, To the Moon follows the story of two Sigmund
Corporation employees, Dr. Eva Rosalene and Neil Watts as they help fulfill one man’s
dying wish. Dr. Rosalene and Dr. Watts are able to manipulate the man’s memories with
the use of Sigmund Corp’s technology and by diving into the memories of their
“patient,” Johnny Wyles, both doctors set out on an adventure through the man’s past,
altering it so he can finally accomplish his life-long dream of flying to the moon.
The game itself revolves around solving puzzles that allow the two doctors to
traverse further into Johnny’s memories, acting as a gate or barrier to the next level or
part of the story. To the Moon does not rely on strong game mechanics to keep players
engaged, but rather, focuses on the art of storytelling and the strong narrative; To the
Moon tackles issues like mortality and grief by using fictional dialogue and imagery to
understand heavy and complex themes.
In GameSpot's 2011 Game of the Year awards, To the Moon was given the "Best
Story" award, which won against many heavier contenders or large studio games like
Catherine, Portal 2, and Xenoblade Chronicles. I think this is partially due to To the
Moon’s genuineness and honesty with how it handles its characters, with every bit of
dialogue serving a purpose. The game heavily relies on text, but the quality far
outweighs the quantity - it’s a lot of talking between characters and narration, but it
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always serves to strengthen the story and relationships of characters. It never feels like
it tries too hard, and it seemingly strikes a balance between serious moments and
lighthearted fun.

Concept Development
Synthesis
As stated in the introduction and abstract of this document, Dawn was initially
planned as an interactive web experience, more akin to something like Kind Words, or
rather, first-person playing, where the character the player controls is only reflective of
who controls them (does not have any other personifying details so players can project
onto the controlled). However, this changed when I discussed my ideas with friends and
my graduating advisor at the time.
While I lack the experience to properly program or code what I wanted with my
initial idea, my advisor had suggested I use RPG Maker, a program designed and created
for the sole purpose of creating role-playing video games, to construct Dawn. After
looking into it, and then realizing that some of my favorite games were made with the
very same program, like To the Moon, I researched and bought a full license to
experiment and test my ideas within.
This change of platform and format allowed me to focus on what I wanted Dawn
to be. Rather than get stuck on programming or coding that I was still learning or
ignorant of, I chose to focus on making the process more accessible and easier for the
sake of telling a story. In this case, the medium (or the way in which I deliver said story)
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does not matter so much as the story or overall message itself, or values of the game I
am trying to create.
With that in mind, it made sense for me to transform this idea about recovery,
positive affirmations, and theme of escapism into something a little more tangible,
sensible, but not necessarily simple.
With these qualities and analyses in mind, I would like to use games like The
Stanley Parable, The Beginner’s Guide, Kind Words, and To the Moon, as my inspiration
and guiding touchstones on how to tell a good story through a video game experience.

Storyline
Dawn is focused on telling the story of positivity, honesty, and reflection through
the story of one character, or rather the journey of growing and acceptance in moving
on from tragedy and heartache. The following is only a brief summary of the storyline I
wish to explore with Dawn.
While centered around one character’s perspective and point-of-view (POV),
Dawn follows the story of a young girl moving into a new town, where she encounters a
resident ghost within a dilapidated area of her neighborhood.
While making new friends and among silly interactions with her neighbors, the
main character unknowingly befriends a friendly ghost, who becomes attached to the
girl as she learns how to move on from her previous life and residence in her old town.
Through various events, the main character learns about her ghost friend’s predicament
and true nature, and vows to help the ghost make peace with their past so they can
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move on from the world. The story goes on to cover the journey the two must make in
order to heal from their past and move on to the next phase in their lives.

Game Design
I used RPG Maker MZ (the latest version of RPG Maker) to create backgrounds
and maps, or landscapes and environments a player could explore in. I used preset, or
default assets to do this, barely getting my hands wet with what the program is able to
create or do. RPG Maker was essential in the process of getting my ideas and concepts
out into something more concrete and displayable.
Figure 1 is a general overview of the first map I created or edited; I had slightly
altered a default map (already preinstalled with RPG Maker) and experimented with the
foliage, placement of items and assets, while also adding small text and dialogue options
when a player interacted with some of the elements on the map. This can be seen in
figures 4 and 5, where RPG Maker’s event editor screen is shown, where I could add
such text and corresponding actions that would allow the text to display, either upon
right clicking or by approaching.
The slightly transparent grid in figures 1, 2, and 3 also reveals the system in
which different assets and aspects of the game elements can be placed. Each square
represents a specific coordinate, which helps determine the placement of certain
actions or things (for a lack of a better word, objects or non-objects).
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Figure 3 also shows the inside area of the first house in which the main character
would interact with, something that is more of a placeholder, than the final setting allowing me to get a sense of what and how I would like the environment to look like.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Conclusion
Expectations, Progress & Setbacks
The original plan and implementation process I had set up consisted of several
steps. Figures 6-10 (below) display the mindmap, outline, and planning I made for the
development of Dawn.

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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Fig. 9
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Fig. 10
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I wanted to attempt to at least create or finish one chapter of the game, so that
the main story or mechanics could be felt through such an example, however I was only
able to conceptualize the first few maps (environments) of the game. What progress
was made, was through the use of RPG Maker MZ and more writing and research was
done through tutorials and time spent utilizing the program to understand it better.
As a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, my personal struggles, and family
matters, my planning criteria was not met, however, through this process of trial and
error I was able to learn important lessons when developing Dawn.

Reflection
I did not find space to directly reference this game until now, but as OMOCAT,
the creator of the 2020 role-playing game OMORI said during their kickstarter campaign
for the game, “Games do everything that art is supposed to do and beyond. It mixes
visuals, writing, music and sound, storytelling, and interaction and puts it all in one
package. Games are so successful at what it does that there is a whole culture (and then
cultures within cultures) based on them. As creating games becomes easier in the
future, I want to get across the idea that game-making is an art medium.”
I truly believe that video games can be used as a form of artistic expression, as
well as entertainment purposes, and as we progress further into a digitally connected
future, creators of all kinds will want to flock to mediums and tools that will best equip
them to display and create their visions. I think those tools are here or being developed
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now; as video games become easier to create and interact with, the opportunities that
digital interactive mediums provide are incredibly broad in range and scope.
I hope with Dawn, I will be able to explore these opportunities in the future and
share my creative visions in a way that is true to me and what I want to create. While I
was not able to fully realize my ideas and concepts, the storyline and part of the process
has been documented, which is ideal for continuing the project further, especially as I
develop my interests outside of my university career.
There are so many aspects to game design and conceptualization that I still have
yet to touch upon, however this thesis has made great headway into the land or field I
may want to pursue one day, and hopefully provides insight and research into the
detailed opportunities video games may present, specifically with positive experiences.
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